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DAYTON REGION ISSUES 
1. Strategy for Wright Patterson. 
NOTES FOR CONFERENCE 
GOVERNOR/C. HORN 
4/12/94 
• Urgent because of risks and/or opportunities from base 
closings. and, 
• Because of its overwhelming Financial impact on southwestern 
Ohio and its development potential for the entire state and 
the midwest . 
• Urgent due to "early out" of Senior World Class Scientists in 
the labs putting the quality of labs at risk as well as 
funding for the LABS. 
The strategy is endorsed by General Yates who has assigned top 
-level staff. (See "Economic Regionalism and Wright Patterson 
paper and related Correspondence.) 
A. Commercialize Wright Patterson Technology over the 
Midwest Region thereby helping Wright Patterson accomplish their 
new mission of Tech Transfer and Commercialization. A regional 
initiative also facilitates ,a powerful lobby for Wright Patterson 
Air Force Base and develops a highly beneficial synergism among 
our Midwestern industries and institutions. 
B. Mechanism for implementation. 
• Ohio Advanced Technology Center with new multi-state 
strategic Plan and with Former A.S.C. Chief of Staff, to Gen. 
Tom Ferguson, serving OATC in a management role, is ideally 
poised to accomplish the Technology Commercialization as~ 
vehicle supporting the Governors Great Lakes Conference 
Initiative. 
C. - Start implementation of "DAGSI Plus" immediately. (will 
require new money perhaps NCIC) DAGSI Plus contemplates enhancing 
DAGSI by identifying the major science disciplines needed at 
Wright Patterson, and selectively bringing in World class graduate 
programs from Midwestern Universities to fill the gaps. 
• Staff of Board of Regions is fully supportive of plan . 
This plan is possible because: 
a. Availability of university research contracts from 
Wright Patterson now going to universities in distant 
states. 
b. World class Labs to train graduate students in emerging 
technologies. Graduates for Wright Patterson and 
Regional industries. 
c. The local universities now appear willing to hold an 
academic summit at Wright Patterson involving other 
universities. (per letter Dr. Flack) It is clear that 
we do not cover all Wright Patterson academic needs with 
World Class programs only from Ohio. We need to build 
capacity at Wright Patterson Air Force Base to alleviate 
the expensive training at distant universities . 
2. Sinclair Community College 
• A Major Economic Development factor in Southwestern Ohio . 
• Partnering with OATC and Wright Patterson Air Force Base to 
implement technology outreach. Local financing to support 
OATC. 
• Urgent need to proceed with interactive Education Project 
only 1/2 money in Regents Budget; (needed 4 million} 
• Related: Kaufman and CID Foundations considering Midwest 
Entrepreneurial Management Training Program at Sinclair. 
• Related: Interactive Learning Center partnership with Dayton 
and Suburban Schools. 
• Related: Links with and Supports Governors School Technology 
Program. Sinclair ideal for teacher training. Significant 
Program for surplus computer equipment from Air Force. 
Sinclair Linking in with Governors School to work Program 
"Investing in People". Can be significant factor in getting 
Federal Planning follow-on grant for implementation. 
• Related: SB 280 Venture Capital Bill for Early stage, 
Technology, Based Companies. Fills the gap in Ohio incentive 
programs to exploit Defense Technology into new companies. 
Stop the "invented in Ohio - built in California" phenomenon. 
3. Base Closing Commission 
• See paper retired A.F. Team Request meeting with Governor. 
4 . Regional Strategic Economics Forum. 
• See Packet: A Broad Based Movement, which will develop and 
generate public understanding and support for implementing a 
regional economic strategy. 
• Review Dayton Capital Budget Process. Not targeting real 
economic growth. 
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